**Liechti Powerful Solutions**

### Siemens control upgrade

**Optimized process performance = increased productivity**

This is why we assist you in upgrading the Siemens control to the current standard. This is done by a Liechti CNC control expert.

Upgrade solution line advanced to operate.

- The Siemens control upgrade at your facility includes:
  - New axis drive cards and power supplies
  - Upgrade of control to current standards

To avoid long lasting downtimes of phased out control elements, we recommend to carry out this preventive upgrade now.

- With this upgrade, we guarantee the availability of spare parts for the next 10 years
- Including new functions such as kinematics options and other cycles with dedicated training
- Improved profile calculation for an optimized accuracy and performance in five axis mode
- Bring the look and feel of your machine HMI to the same level for maximizing the standardization of your entire fleet

Please contact us for more information!
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**Special Offer**

- Four steps to increase your profit
  - Plan Your Profit: Solution engineering of your technical and economical production requirements
  - Performance: g-Technology for highest quality and quantity output
  - Partnership: Support and performance updates over entire machine life
  - Profitability Increase